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 Abstraet: A  45,97 m-deep  drMing  operation  was  carried  out  during Novem-
berlDecember 1999 on  the uceumulation  ktrea  of  Tyndall glacier (50'59'05"S,
73'3t'1:"W, 1756 m  a.s,1,) at the  southern  end  of  the  Southern Patagonia Icefield.

A  portable electrotnechanical  drilling systern  was  developed fbr iee-coring en
temperute  glHciers sN'hich  oftcn  have aquifers  near  the  pore-close off  depths, The

fun-core obtained  wus  subjected  to visua[  stratig.raphic observations  and  bulk-

density measurements,  Prelimjnary results suggest  an  extremely  hjgh uccumulu-

tion rate  (about I2- I4m  a'  
i
 w.e,)  at  the drMing  site, The  dril]ing operation  wus

strenuous  because of  the  continuous  strong  wind  und  enormeus  snowfall  which

foreed the  snembers  to  survive  for nearly  three weeks  in a  snew  cave  before

evacuatton.

1. Introduetion

   The  mass  balance of  mountain  glaciers is one  of  the key factors that  will  effect future

sea  level change  <IPCC, l996), Despite widespread  glacier-monitoring <IAHS(ICSI)!
UNEPIUNESCQ  1989), the mass  ba]ance on  the Patagonian Icefield, one  ef  the largest
ice masses  outside  the polar regions,  is still not  known  "'ith  sutficient  aocuracy.  Informa-

tion  is tacking especially  in the accumulation  area,  where  ground  monitoring  of  the mass

balance is very  diMcult because of  the  year-round bad weather  condition.  Theretbre, to

estimate  the mass  balance in this area,  we  should  monitor  with  radar  satellites  or  recon-

struct  the mass  balance over  time  by ice core  analyses.

   Little has been done on  the Patagonian lcefield in respect  of  ice cores, however,
Yamada  (1987) reported  the first ice-core drMing in the accumulation  area  of  San Raf"ael

Glacier (1296 m  a.s.1,), in the Northern Patagonia Icefield {NPI), He  estimated  an  annual

net  accumulation  of  3.45 m  w.e.  for the year 1984 fi'om the profile of  oxygen  stable  isotope
and  firn density of  the 37.6 m-long  core.  Matsuoka and  Naruse (1999) then  recovered  a
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14.5m-deep  firn core,  in November  and  Decemher  l996. in the accumulation  area  of

Glacier Nef  (15oo m  a.s.I.), NPI. They  estimated  a  net  aocumulation  of2.2  m  NN'.e. fbr the

ca[endar  year 1996 from thc stable  oxygen  isetope profile and  the mass  balance calculation
using  climatic  data of  nearby  meteorological  stations.  Neither Yamttda  (1987) nor

Matsuoka  and  Naruse (l999) could  obtain  direct evidence  of  the  net  accumulation  rate

from the ice cores.  because intensive melting  at  the boring sites smoothed  out  the  isotopic

signals  aiong  the ice cores.  Aristarain and  De]mas  (1993) analyzed  6D  and  major  ions of

a  l3.17 m-long  flrn core  drilled on  the accurnulation  arca  ofglacier  Perite Moreno  (2680
m  u.s.1.>  on  the Southern Patagonia tcef'Eeld (SPI) and  reconstructed  a  mean  annual

accumuiation  ot' 1.2 m  w.e.  tbr the years between the summer  ot' 1980/8] and  1985/86.
The  authors  cautioned  that the unexpectedly  [ow net-accumulation  rate  might  be reduced
either  by wind-erosion  or  runofT  of  melt  water.  This time. we  drilled at altitudes  -'here

Iess wind  effect and  less melting  are  expected,  and  tried to  use  snow  alg.ae as boundary

markers  ofannua[  accumulations.  Since snow  algae  grow in rhe  surface snow  during the
thaw'ing  period, layers in ice-cores with  coiisiderable  snow  algae  have been reported  to be
used  us good  markers  of  unnuul  layers in tt Himalayan  ice-core (Yoshimura et al., 2CXX)).

    This paper  reports  on  the ice-core drilling to a depth of  45,97 m.  carried  out  by a

Japanese-Chilean joint expedition.  on  the accumulatioii  area  of  Tyndall glacier (SPI) in
Novemberf'December 1999. First. we  describe a  newly  developed pertable drill system

spccial]y  designed for a  tcmperaturc  mountain  glacier. We  then  describe the drilling
operatjon  in severe  "'eather  conditions.  We  finally show  preliminary results  on  the

physical properties of  the ice core  and  roughly  estimate  the net  accumulation  rates  at the

drjlling site ot' Tyndall gLacier fbr the last two  years,

                            2. DrMing  site

    The drilling site is located at the dividc between the Tyndall glacier to the east  and

the Amaria glacier to the west  in Lhe SPI cFig, 1), The  drilling site is approximately  5oo

m  eust  ot' the divide on  the accumulation  area  of  Tyndall glacier (50'59'05"S, 73'31'I2"W.

1756m  a.s.1.). Tyndall glacier flows southward  in the  soLithernmost  part oi' the SPI,

coN･'ering  a  total area  of  about  331 kml  stretching  for 32 km  and  calving  into a  proglacial
lake (Aniya et al"  1996).

    The  surface  of  the glacier at the driltin.o site is inclined by 1' to the east. There arc
nunataks  approximately  2 km  south  ot'the  drilling site. The thickness  ofthe  glacier at the

drilling site is unknown.  however, preliminary radio-echo  soundings  suggest  that the

thickness  might  be more  than  600 m  (A. Rivera and  G, Cassasa, pers. commun,),

    The  snow  surfiice  at the drilling site was  ulmost  flat at the beginning ofthe  drilling
but it changcd  to an  undulating  surlace  through  the driHing operation,  mainly  due to the

continuous  drifting of  snow.

               3. Development of  the portable ice coring  drill

    The ]lghtwej.a.ht waterproof  electromechttnical  drill was  manufactured  in the work-

shop  of  the lnstitute of  Low  Temperature  Science, 1･{okkaido U'niversity by one  of  the

authors  (K.ShinberO. The  drill is specially  designed for high mountain  temperate
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FZg, 1. Location qf' the drth'ng sita  Previous dviMhg site,s are  ats'o  shou'n,

glaciers with  water  aquifers  at the firn-ice transition zone,  The fo1lowing five requirements
should  have been fu1fi1]ed; l) the drill should  be usable  for at least 1oo m-deep  drMing;
2) the system  ",eight  including winch  and  mast  should  be less than  100 kg; 3) an  ice core
of  50 cm  in length and  75 mm  in diameter can  be recovered  at one  time; 4) the electronics

section  ofthe  drill is water  tight  at pressure up  to at least 1 MPa; and  5) borehole logging
is possible through  steel armored  cable  (Electro-Mechanical Cables ofthe  ROCHESTER
corporation).

    The  driU system  was  composed  mainly  of  the tbllowing 5 sections:  slip  ring.  anti-

torque  mechanism,  drill motor,  chip  chamber,  and  core  barrel (Figs. 2 and  3). A  newry
designed pantographic-type ofanti-torque  mechanism  was  prepared so  as to reduce  the slip

"'hich  Niv'as kno"'n to be inherent to the leat:spring type, This system  presented some

problems during the work.  Two  kinds ofcore  barrel were  prepared: the dry and  liquid-
fi11ed types, respectively.  The  tw'o types can  be adapted  to  the  same  motor  so  that the  total

weight  ean  be redu ¢ ed, Some  characteristics  of  the drill, the mast  and  the winch  systems
used  are  shown  in Tablesl and  2,

    The  drM basically worked  wetl.  A  firn core  was  obtained  down to a  total drilling
depth of  45.97 m,  It comprises  a  40,65 m  cQre  recovered  in about  5 days, using  the drill
mentioned  above,  and  a shallow  core  5.47 m  long obtained  using  a hand auger,  The  drill
recovered  good  quality cores  in the shallower  part. The diameter and  the ]ength of  the
core  obtained  at each  drilling run  were  74mm  and  50cm  on  average  (Fig.4). The
pantographic anti-torque  mechanism  caused  problems when  we  drilled through  horizons
composed  ofdiherent  densities, Le, melt-frozen  layers in firn and  water-soaked  layers. At
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               Type  Tilting tower  type

        Size of  mast  2oo mmx23oo  mm;  8kg

        Size of  winch  Soo mmx5oo  mmx4oo  mm:  3S kg

        Winch speed  ]5 m･min  
rin

 average

        Maximum  load 80 kg

        Motor  DC  1oo V, 3ooW

        Controlling syslem  Variable by x'oltage controller

        Cable Armored  cabte: diameter 5.7mm;  ]ength 120 m:
                            drilling depth 1oo m:  conduclor  4 lines

                                Core length (m}
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                Fig 4  Lengths of the  cores j}'otn each  dtizaing run.

these horizons, the anti-torque  mechanism  slipped  many  times, and  drilling was  not  always

easy.  Another major  problem was  the size  of  the dritl, We  made  the drill as ljght tts

possible by reducing  its diameter. This made  it impossible to install the motor  section

inside a  cylinder  where  the anti-torque  system  was  attached.  As  a result. the total length
of the drill became as  ]ong as 3.13 m.  This Iength xN'as extrernely  disadvantageous in the
drilling operation  in the Iogistically diMcult gtacier. The  length fbrced us  to make  a

relatively  larger snow  cave  to  operate  the ice-coring and  this was  not  easy  wc)rk  in the bad
weather  described below.

                    4. Logistics and  weather  conditions

   We  went  on  standby  for helicopter eperation  from November  I2. 1999 at the
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headquaters ot' Torres del Paine National Park. approximately  40 km  east  of  the drilling

site.  After waiting  for good  ",eather  tbr 2 weeks.  three members  and  equipment  were

transported  by a helicopter to the drilling site, on  [7 November,  The  remaining  three

members  and  the  equipment  were  then  transported  there on  29 NoN'ember, after  waiting  ene

day for additional  good  flight weather.

    A  trench  was  dug to allow  the  drMing  operation  to be carried  out  under  any  weather

condition,  fo11owing Yamada  et at. (1987), Enough  room  was  allowed  for core  drilling,

processing and  storage  of  the samples  (Fig. 5), Excavation of  the drilling trench and

instaHation of  the  drMing system  took  about  5 days.
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    Although the drilting operation  was  completed  by December  9. the expedition

extended  beyond  the planned date since weather  conditions  did not  allow  the helicopter
to perfbrm the evacuation  flight. On  December 23, with  terrestrial suppott  from the lower
part of  the glacier, people and  minimum  equipment  w'ere  evacuated  by a  snowmobile

equipped  with  four sledges  to a  lower altitude (11oom a.s.l.), from where  conditions

allowed  an  e}･acuation  by helicopter. Most of  the equipment  carried  to the plateau
remained  virtually  buried under  several  meters  of  snow,

    Duri ng  the field campaign,  no  more  than  four days out  of  25 presented good visibility.
The camp  was  constantly  threatened  with  blizzards and  heavy snow,  and  clearing  of  the
snow  fi'om the  tents was  u  hard daily task,  All the tents were  finally collapsed  by
December  17; the members  were  forced to stay  in the drMing trench  thereafter. The  level
of  the surface  was  continuousty  increased, as  can  be seen  in Fig, 5, tfom November  30 to
December

 23. suggesting  an  extremely  high accumulation  rate. Hourly  average  w'ind  was

alNN'ays  strong  (mean speed:  13,6 m  s'i)  and  made  camping  extremely  diMcult (Fig. 6),
Hourly  average  air temperature  was  always  near  the freezing point, and  the relatively  higher
air temperature  was  problem for storage  of  the ice core.

                   5. Physical properties of  the ice core

    The  core  recovered  was  cut  into 25 cm  sc)ctions, After stratigraphic  observations  and

bulk density measurements  the core  was  vcrtically  cut into 3 pieces (one halg and  two
fourths). The  halfwas packed in sealed  plastic bags and  kept untouched.  The extcrnal

surface  of  the two  other  pieces was  removed  using  a pre-cleaned ceramic  knife and  the

samples  were  packed in separute  sealed  plastic bags. Unfortunateiy, as  weather  conditions

oniy  allowed  fbr an  emergency  evacuation  procedure, only  one  set of  samples  (one fbuith
ofthe  core)  could  be saved  for laboratory analyses.  Those samples  were  kept frozen until
their arrival  at the Institute of  Low  Temperature Science in Japan, where  they  are  being
analyzed.  It was  planned to measure  the borehole tempcrature  after  the drilling; hewever
this  was  not  possible due  lo the inflow ef  melt  water  inside the hole from the boreliole
mouth,

5I, Stratigraphy

    The core  recovered  consists of  dry firn with  ice layers ofvarious  thickness  (1-50mm)
until  water  soaked  firn started  to be obtained  at  a  depth of  42.55 m,  Distribution of  the
ice luyers in the core  was  not  uniform,  Some  sections ofthe  core  <5 m,  17-24 m,  and  38-
39 m  in depth) contained  many  thick ice layers, while  other  sections  contained  very  few ice
layers,

52  BuZk clensiO'

    Bulk density w'as  catculated  fi-om the weight  and  volume  ot' every  core  section

obtained,  As  can  be seen  in the proMe (Fig. 7), density presents a nearly linear and  slow

increase with  depth. until  about  42 m  when  water  soaked  firn started  to be obtained.

Then  it rises quickly, reaching  values  close  to the density of  ice. Pure ice was  not  reached

at a  depth ot' 45.97 m  where  the driIling operation  stopped.

   Thus. the firn/ice transition zone  for this glucier started  at a  depth of  42 m,  and  the
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ice boundary was  encountered  soon  below 46 m.  Yamada  {1987) founcl this transition

zone  between the depths of  19.7 and  26.7 m  on  the aocumulation  area  of  San Rafael glacier

<NPI), 1296 m  a.s,1, On  Tyndall glacier this transition zone  started  much  deeper, probably

due to a  higher accumulation  rate, The  solid  line in Fig, 7 represents  the cumulative  water

equivalent  profile.

5,3, Mett foature pereentage

    Melt feature percentage (Fig. 8) was  calculated  in terms  of  water  equivalent  tbr every

1 m  ot"core.  Melt feature percentage is an  index defined by aerial  fraction between ice and

firn layers within  a  unit  area  along  the firn cores.  and  it has been used  for summer

temperature  proxy record  (e.g. Koerner. 1977). Several ice layers of  variable  thickness

were  found along  the firn core.  Their interpretation as  melt-freeze  events occurrjng  at the

surf'ace  is not  straightforward  for temperate  glaciers. Ice layers might  be the result  of

percolution ot' liquid precipitation as ",ell  as  percolation ofsurlace  melting  during summer

or  "'intertime.  finally re-fi'eezing  at depth within  a  layer of' a previous season.  However.

assuming  that those  effects are, in this case,  not  enough  to  mask  the  signal,  we  may  consider

that the middle  of' the summers  l999/2000. 1998/99, and  1997/98 correspond  to depths of

O m.  20 m,  and  39 m,  respectisiely.  Thus, using  the graph of  cumulative  water  equivalent

(Fig. 7), we  can  obtain  preliminary estimations  of  12 m  w.e.  (1998f99-1999/20(X)) and  14

m  w.e.  (1997198 1998f'99) forthe annua]  accumulations  during these  years. It is expected

that in this case melt-water  percolation does not  destroy the seasonal  patterns in the
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isotopic profiles, so  that this figure can  be checked  when  the core  analyses  are  completed,

                              6. Conclusions

    The drilling in the accumulation  areu  of  Tyndall Glacier (1756m a.s.1.) showed

near-temperate  firn down  to a  depth of  45.97m, Water-saturated firn was  fbund at

approximately  42 m.  marking  the  begjnning ofthe  firn/ice transition zone.  Thus, the firn/
ice boundar}' is below 46 m.

    Preliminary results  suggest  a  net  accumulation  rate  of  about  12-- 14 m  a"  i w.e,, for the
years between the summers  1999/oo, l998/99, and  I997198. Thjs is an  extremely  high
value  when  compared  to the results  ofAristarain  and  Delmas  (1993), Yamada  (1987), and

Matsuoka  and  Naruse (1999). However, it is in good agreement  with  the conditions  of

snow  precipitation experienced  during the field campaign  and  more  significantly  with

hydrological estimate  of  total precipitation over  the Patagonia Icefie]ds by annual  amount

of6  m  in water  (Escobar et a/., 1992). Our reconstructed  net  accumulation  rate  has to be
checked  with  subsequent  core  analyses  currently  underway,

    Weather  conditions  experienced  in the field proved that logistics are critical w'hen

planning a drilljng operation  on  the SPI.
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